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Disclaimer

• The general information in the presentation is not intended to be 
nor should it be treated as tax, legal, or accounting advice.  
Additional issues could exist that would affect tax treatment of a 
specific transaction and, therefore, taxpayers should seek advice 
from an independent tax advisor based on their particular 
circumstances before acting on any information presented.  This 
information is not intended to be nor can it be used by any 
taxpayer for the purpose of avoiding tax penalties.
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Course Objective

• Review QDRO rules

• Explain the administrative review process and plan administrative 
procedures

• Discuss shared vs. separate interest QDROs

• Real world example:  Pentegra procedures
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Legal Background

• QDRO rules can be found in:

– Internal Revenue Code Section 414(p)

– ERISA Section 206(d)(3)

ERISA Sec. 206(d) and 514; IRC Sec. 401(a)(13)

• Assignment or alienation of benefits under pension, profit sharing and stock 
bonus plans is prohibited under ERISA

• QDRO is one of the limited exceptions
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What is a Domestic Relations Order (DRO)?

Judgment, decree, or order

• Issued by a court, or any state agency or instrumentality

• Can be included as part of a divorce decree or court approved property 
settlement, or issued as a separate order

Made pursuant to a state domestic relations law

• Including community property law
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What is a DRO? (cont.)

Relates to the provision of:

• Child support

• Alimony payments, OR

• Marital property rights

Can assign rights under more than one plan of the same or different 
employers
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What is a DRO? (cont.)

No requirement that:

• Both parties to a marital proceeding sign, endorse, or approve an order

– On the other hand, parties’ signatures does not make the settlement a DRO

• Plan be brought into state court or made a party to a domestic relations 
proceeding for an order issued in that proceeding to be a DRO or QDRO

Plans ARE NOT PERMITTED TO follow terms of DROs unless they are 
QDROs
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What is a QDRO?

• A “domestic relations order” that creates or recognizes the 
existence of an “alternate payee’s” right to receive, or assigns to 
an alternate payee the right to receive, all or a portion of the 
benefits payable with respect to a participant under a plan, that 
includes certain information and meets certain other 
requirements
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Who can be an “Alternate Payee?”

Cannot be anyone other than a:

• Spouse

• Former Spouse

• Child 

• Other dependent

If alternate payee is a minor or legally incompetent:

• Order can require payment to someone with legal responsibility
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Who needs a QDRO?

• Participant or Alternate Payee who wants AP to receive part of 
pension as property settlement, alimony or for child support

• A State Agency seeking to enforce an alimony or child support 
order
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Additional Requirements

Must contain the following:

• Name and last known mailing address of the

– Participant

– Alternate Payee
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Additional Requirements (cont.)

• Dollar amount or percentage of benefit to by paid by the plan to 
each alternate payee

• Determination of the benefit calculation

• Number of payments or time period to which the order applies

• Name of each plan to which the order applies

• A misstated plan name, or mistake in the name of participant or 
alternate payee cannot disqualify an order if plan is aware of the 
correct information
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Additional Requirements (cont.)

Cannot require:
• Any form of benefit or option not otherwise provided under the plan

– Payment to alternate payee must satisfy Code Section 401(a)(9) regarding timing and duration of benefits

– Plan may permit alternate payee additional types or forms of benefits not provided to participant

• J&S for alternate payee and new spouse

• Payment of increased benefits

– No more than what participant would get if no order

• Payment of benefits previously awarded to another alternate payee

Not required, but can:
• Provide for payment before the participant separates from service after the “earliest 

retirement age”
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Additional Requirements (cont.)

Can require:

• Payment before “earliest retirement age” if plan permits

• Former spouse to be treated as spouse for QJSA, QPSA, and other death 
benefits, subject to one year marriage requirement if applicable

• Payment at a time when payment otherwise prohibited by 401(a) or 401(k) (i.e., 
participant still employed)

• For payment to a state agency for benefit of alternate payee

QDRO may be issued without regard to existence of divorce 
proceeding
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Earliest Retirement Age

“Earliest Retirement Age” for when payments can begin means:

• Earlier of:

– Date participant is entitled to a distribution (i.e., separation from service), OR

– Later of:

• Participant’s age 50

• Earliest date participant could begin receiving benefit if separated
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General Outline of DRO Process

• Plan must have reasonable written procedures

– For determining qualified status of DRO; and 

– Administering distributions under a QDRO

• Administrator receives DRO

• Administrator notifies participant and alternate payee of receipt of order

• Administrator provides copy of procedures to alternate payee and participant

• Administrator determines whether DRO is a QDRO
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General Outline of DRO Process (cont.)

• During determination process, maintain separate accounts for amounts payable 
to alternate payee (18-month period)

• During 18-month segregation period, orders are approved or rejected.  If 
rejected, or 18-month period lapses, pay participant as if no order was received

• If, following final QDRO rejection or following lapse of 18-month period, revised 
QDRO is received and approved, QDRO only applies prospectively; alternate 
payee will only receive amounts payable after subsequent determination

• Notice of QDRO determination

• Follow QDRO if qualified
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QDRO Procedures Generally

• Must be reasonable

• Permit alternate payee to designate representative for receipt of notices and 
plan information

• Should include information about plan and benefits that is available to assist 
alternate payees in preparing QDROs (SPD, plan documents, individual account 
statements, model QDROs)

• Time limits for determinations

• Information regarding segregation of assets

• Process for obtaining review whether order is a QDRO

• Should include information regarding hold on participant’s account during 
determination period
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Determination Period

• 18-month time period

– The period starting on the first date on which payment would be required 
under a QDRO if order were qualified

– Not how long decision can take

– If determination made during 18-month period, before first date on which 
benefits are payable to alternate payee, administrator must continue to 
protect alternate payee’s interests
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DRO Notice

• Time Periods for Notice:

– Promptly – notification of receipt of DRO and provide procedures; [sample DROs]

– Reasonable Period – make QDRO determination and send notice of decision

• Who gets notice

– Participant, alternate payee(s), representative(s)

– May charge reasonable expenses against participant’s account

– Administrator is not required to determine validity of QDRO under state law

– During determination period, distribution to participant of any amounts to which 
alternate payee may be entitled should be halted

– Assets should be segregated between amounts payable to participant and alternate 
payee
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Contents of Notice

• Reason order is or is not a QDRO

• Reference to plan provisions

• Time limits that may apply

• Additional materials, information or modifications necessary for 
order to qualify

• Details on QDRO provisions (payments, timing), if approved
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Types of DROs

Separate vs. Shared Interest

• Shared Interest:

– Usually alternate payee gets paid only if participant is already receiving benefits

– Usually requires giving alternate payee survivor benefits

• Separate Interest:

– New account for alternate payee

– May be percentage of participant’s benefit or set dollar amount

– Payment regardless of whether participant is working or retired

– Freedom to elect payment method under plan

– Usually paid until death of alternate payee, but may include survivor benefits

• DB vs. 401(k)
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Timing of QDRO

Not required to:

• Issue DRO before participant’s death

• Issue DRO before divorce

• Issue DRO before the participant’s annuity starting date

• New QDRO may be issued that revises another QDRO
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Real World Examples

• Examples from Pentegra procedures
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Questions?


